
 

Windscreen Frequently Asked Questions 

(FAQs) 

 

Windscreen Claim 
 
 
1. What happened if the APW has no stock of my windscreen (WS) and needs XXXXX 
weeks for it to arrive? Can I repair at my own workshop who has the stock?  
We will get our WS team to negotiate with your own workshop to purchase the glass and 
repair at our authorised workshop. If you wish to repair at your own workshop, please write 
in to the WS in charge for his consideration in waiver of this clause.  
 
2. Is the glass provided original? 
AXA Insurance stand is to provide original glasses on a first option. We will only offer OEM if 
there is no original stock available. 
 
3. Can I make a WS claim if there are scratches on my glass? 
No. The glass must be chipped, cracked or shattered before a claim can proceed.  
 
4. Can I claim for solar film or rain sensor? 
We will only consider such items if you produce the new car purchase invoice to show that 
this was either factory fitted or installed by the dealer when this vehicle was purchase. If 
these items was paid by the policyholder and not declared for additional premium, it is not 
payable. 
 
5. Can I claim for towing if the glass was shattered and un-drivable due to long crack/large 
spider web crack (damage that will affect the driver and other road users)? 
Yes under the policy we will reimburse up to SG$500/-. 
 
6. My WS was shattered or long crackline whilst driving in Malaysia and I cannot drive 
back, can I change it in Malaysia? 
Yes, you can change your WS in Malaysia if cost below SG$300/-. If above SG$300/-, it will 
be subjected to approval from AXA management upon submission of claim when back in 
Singapore. Please take photographs of damaged & repaired WS and include original repair 
bill from the Malaysian workshop. 
 
7. My WS suffered minor damages whilst driving in Malaysia, can I change the windscreen 
in Malaysia? 
Yes, you can change your WS in Malaysia if cost below SG$300/-.  
 


